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ABSTRACT4

The use of dense pressure observations is investigated for creating mesoscale ensemble analy-5

ses and improving short-term mesoscale forecasts. Nearly an order of magnitude more pres-6

sure observations than in the standard METAR network are found over the Pacific Northwest7

region by exploiting additional observation platforms. Quality control and bias correction8

methods for these observations are discussed, including the use of pressure tendency as an9

alternative observation type with fewer bias concerns. The enhanced station density pro-10

vided by these observations contributes to localized adjustments of the environment for a11

variety of mesoscale phenomena. These adjusted analyses yield improved forecasts, includ-12

ing more accurate forecasts of frontal passages and convective bands. Assimilating dense13

three-hour pressure tendency observations also reduces the error in forecast surface fields14

similarly to raw pressure observations, suggesting their viability for mesoscale analysis and15

forecast improvement.16
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1. Introduction17

Short-term numerical weather forecasts continue to suffer from poor definition and pre-18

diction of mesoscale weather features (e.g., Roebber et al. (2004)). This is particularly true19

for small-scale, but potentially high-impact features such as the timing and structure of20

frontal passages (Colle et al. 2001) or convective development and evolution (Melhauser and21

Zhang 2012; Hanley et al. 2013). Not only can these features present significant hazards to22

public safety, but numerous industries, from aircraft operations to wind energy, could benefit23

from more accurate prediction of mesoscale phenomena. As noted by Eckel and Mass (2005),24

the ability to forecast small-scale variability is highly dependent on both model resolution25

and the scales of variability with which the model is initialized. This paper investigates the26

utility of dense surface pressure observations for initializing a high-resolution model with the27

scales of variability necessary to forecast mesoscale, short-term, high-impact weather events28

more accurately.29

Surface pressure observations are chosen because they exhibit desirable properties for30

data assimilation and model initialization. Several studies have demonstrated that represen-31

tativeness error can be significant for temperature and wind observations (Benjamin et al.32

1999; Janjic and Cohn 2006; Ancell et al. 2011) due to their high sensitivity to the immediate33

surroundings. Pressure observations should not suffer as significantly from representative-34

ness error as temperature and wind since pressure tends be more spatially homogeneous35

and pressure measurement is not as dependent upon instrument exposure. The potential36

for a systematic bias does exist with pressure observations, but this issue may be addressed37

effectively in a variety of ways.38

Pressure observations can also provide information about the three-dimensional struc-39

ture of the atmosphere through, for example, the covariance between surface pressure and40

geopotential height (i.e., hydrostatic balance), which extends the influence of surface pres-41

sure observations beyond the boundary layer. These properties formed the basis for the 20th42

century reanalsysis project (Whitaker et al. 2004), which uses primarily surface pressure ob-43
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servations. In idealized perfect-model experiments, Anderson et al. (2005) show that errors44

in the tropospheric mass field of a general circulation model are reduced by increasing the45

density and frequency of assimilated surface pressure observations. Similarly, Dirren et al.46

(2007) show that regional assimilation of pressure observations from the ASOS network is47

sufficient to capture the synoptic-scale upper-air pattern over western North America and48

the eastern Pacific.49

While these studies have shown the ability of surface pressure observations to constrain50

synoptic-scale patterns due to the long covariance length scales of surface pressure, less51

attention has been paid to the role of pressure observations in constraining mesoscale phe-52

nomena. Many mesoscale weather features are known to exhibit distinct pressure signatures.53

For example, Mass and Ferber (1990) find pressure perturbations of up to 10 hPa in associ-54

ation with flow around an isolated topographical barrier. Localized pressure perturbations55

on the order of 2-5 hPa have been reported in association with strong frontal passages and56

in convective cold pools (Goff 1976; Engerer et al. 2008). Wheatley and Stensrud (2010)57

show that assimilating surface pressure observations and, to some extent, one-hour surface58

pressure tendency observations increases the accuracy of modeled convective cold pools.59

Adequately resolving pressure signals associated with localized mesoscale weather phe-60

nomena requires a suitably dense network of observations. Fortunately, surface pressure or61

altimeter setting observations are reported from most weather observing platforms. Many62

regional-scale operational data assimilation systems regularly assimilate pressure observa-63

tions from the automated surface observing system (ASOS) and the automated weather64

observing system (AWOS), collectively referred to here as routine aviation weather re-65

ports (METARs). However, these networks have observations at an average spatial den-66

sity of around 100 km (Wheatley and Stensrud 2010) which may be insufficient to cap-67

ture small mesoscale features. To further increase the observation density, this research68

explores observations from other readily available, but under-utilized sources, particularly69

from privately-owned weather stations in networks such as the Citizen Weather Observer70
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Program (CWOP)1 and the Weather Underground2 network. The addition of these obser-71

vation networks greatly enhances the density of available observations to a level where it72

is possible to resolve the pressure signal of many localized phenomena. This study builds73

on the results of Wheatley and Stensrud (2010) and Dirren et al. (2007) in examining the74

ability of pressure observations to describe small mesoscale features (with scales of 20-20075

km) by introducing high-density pressure observations to the assimilation process.76

The impact of assimilating high-density altimeter observations is examined by focusing77

on the Pacific Northwest region of the United States. The mesoscale weather phenomena78

and complex geography of this region provide unique forecasting challenges and a rich suite79

of phenomena for evaluating a regional mesoscale prediction system (Ancell et al. 2011).80

Furthermore, regional ensemble prediction and data assimilation over this region is currently81

being performed through the University of Washington real-time ensemble Kalman filter82

system (hereafter abbreviated UW-rtenkf) (Torn and Hakim 2008) which provides a pre-83

existing ensemble framework that is used throughout this study.84

Ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation is the chosen method to combine observations85

with ensemble estimates of the atmospheric state. This data assimilation technique has been86

widely used for operational and research weather data assimilation across all scales, including87

regional and mesoscale applications (Anderson et al. 2005; Dirren et al. 2007; Ancell et al.88

2011). In particular, the flow-dependent covariances from ensemble estimates can increase89

the utility of pressure observations over using a fixed covariance. The test the hypothesis90

that ensemble-based data assimilation with a dense network of surface pressure observations,91

coupled with innovative observation quality control and bias removal techniques, has the92

potential to yield substantially improved mesoscale analyses and forecasts.93

1http://www.wxqa.com
2http://www.wunderground.com
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2. Methods94

a. Pressure observation sources95

Most regional data assimilation systems limit surface observations to routine aviation96

weather report (METAR) observations, which include only those from the ASOS and AWOS97

networks (e.g. Dirren et al. (2007); Wheatley and Stensrud (2010)). However, these networks98

may not have a sufficient spatial density to adequately resolve smaller mesoscale phenomena.99

To increase the number of observations, several additional observation sources are sought.100

Observations from publicly available networks within the Pacific Northwest region (Fig. 1)101

yield an additional 1300-1700 hourly pressure observations beyond the METAR observa-102

tions. The sources of these observations are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the103

spatial density of these additional observations as compared with the METAR observations.104

The most dramatic increases in density are noted in urban areas, but there is noticeable105

improvement in spatial density through much of the region.106

Table 1 shows that over three-quarters of the available pressure observations come from107

loosely regulated networks (e.g., Weather Underground, Citizen Weather Observer Program)108

and as such there is little guarantee of observation quality. Before using these observations109

for data assimilation, observation pre-processing, including quality control and bias cor-110

rection measures, were developed to reduce the impact of erroneous or poorly represented111

observations in the assimilation process.112

The vast majority of pressure observations report altimeter setting, which is the station113

pressure adjusted for the elevation of the station above sea-level using the U.S. standard114

atmosphere sea-level temperature and lapse rate. For the purposes of this research, the115

terms “pressure observation” and “altimeter observation” are used interchangeably; however,116

the actual quantity used for data assimilation is the altimeter setting. All observations117

reporting station pressure but not altimeter setting are converted to altimeter setting using118

the reported observation elevation.119
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Observations beyond a range of acceptable altimeter values (800-1100 hPa) are discarded.120

As noted in Torn and Hakim (2008), model terrain fields may not resolve the localized121

orographic features that can surround and influence an observation. An elevation comparison122

check between the reported observation elevation and the model-derived terrain elevation at123

that location and surrounding grid points is performed (Torn and Hakim 2008; Ancell et al.124

2011). Observations where any of the model terrain elevation values within a 3x3 grid point125

box surrounding the observation location differed by more than 200 meters from the reported126

observation elevation are discarded.127

To estimate the time-invarying bias in these observations, a high-resolution analysis of128

the surface pressure field is used for verification. The RUC Surface Assimilation System129

(RSAS) (Miller et al. 2002) yields hourly, 15-km resolution analyses of surface variables.130

Hourly RSAS analyses of altimeter setting were interpolated to observation locations and131

the differences between the observation value and the analyses were computed from May–132

July 2011. This time period in the Pacific Northwest featured relatively tranquil weather133

conditions with few strong pressure gradients, such that the RSAS analysis could be used to134

accurately estimate bias.135

Differences between observations and RSAS analyses are evaluated for statistical sig-136

nificance. Where the mean difference is statistically non-zero, it is treated as a bias and137

subtracted from future observation values. 28% of the observations are found to have sta-138

tistically significant differences from the RSAS analyzed values and are subject to bias cor-139

rection. Furthermore, observations with a mean difference greater than 5 hPa or a standard140

deviation in the difference field of greater than 2 hPa are discarded as unrepresentative141

outliers. The effect of this bias correction is examined later in this study.142

b. Pressure tendency143

The bias correction method described above relies on the RSAS analysis as “truth” for144

estimating observation bias and as such it is vulnerable to any deficiencies in that analysis.145
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Furthermore, a long period of observations and analyses for a variety of weather scenarios146

is required to adequately sample the bias. Therefore we consider using altimeter tendency147

as an alternative method of bias remediation. In the presence of a time-invarying or slowly-148

changing bias, altimeter tendency, calculated as the difference between two subsequent al-149

timeter setting observations, should not show the effects of bias.150

Little consideration of the potential of pressure or altimeter tendency for data assimila-151

tion has been given in the literature. Wheatley and Stensrud (2010) assimilate observed,152

one-hour pressure tendency for mesoscale convective systems and find that these observa-153

tions offer some improvement to forecast convective cold pool strength and location, but154

not as much improvement as assimilating raw altimeter setting; the potential impact of al-155

timeter tendencies of different lengths or in scenarios other than convective cold pools is156

not evaluated. In preliminary tests using the University of Washington real-time ensemble157

Kalman filter system (UW-rtenkf) (Torn and Hakim 2008), we find relatively high cor-158

relations between three-hour altimeter tendency observations and temperature, wind and159

geopotential height below 500 hPa (not shown), suggesting that altimeter tendency obser-160

vations could offer significant contributions to lower tropospheric structure. To examine161

their role in mesoscale forecast scenarios, three-hour altimeter tendency is computed for all162

available altimeter observations and used in specific experiments described below.163

c. Ensemble system164

The ensemble design is based on the University of Washington pseudo-operational, real-165

time ensemble Kalman filter system (UW-rtenkf) (Torn and Hakim 2008; Ancell et al. 2011;166

Ancell 2012). This system features 64 ensemble members with a 4-km inner nested domain167

centered over the Pacific Northwest (Fig. 2) and assimilates new observations every three168

hours. In the UW-rtenkf system, the 4-km nest is within a 36-km horizontal resolution169

domain covering much of the northeastern Pacific and western North America. However, for170

ensemble cycling experiments in this research, the outer domain resolution is increased to171
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12-km for smoother boundary condition transitions and only covers a limited area of western172

North America and the eastern Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2).173

For experiments where the ensemble is cycled, the model state is integrated using version174

3.4.1 of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. One-way nesting is used to175

transfer boundary conditions from the outer, 12-km resolution domain to the inner, 4-km176

nested domain. Lateral boundary conditions for the outer domain are provided by NOAA177

Global Forecast System (GFS) forecasts from the most recently available GFS model run178

at the start of each cycle, simulating an operational environment. To maintain ensemble179

variance, the lateral boundary conditions are perturbed for each ensemble member using180

the fixed-covariance perturbation method described in Torn et al. (2006) with perturbations181

scaled using climatologically derived 6-hour GFS forecast errors. Model parametrizations182

include the Kain-Fritsch convective scheme, WSM 3-class microphysics, RRTM longwave and183

shortwave radiation schemes and YSU PBL physics. All ensemble members have identical184

parameterizations and model formulations, with a Rayleigh damping layer in the upper 7185

km of the domain and a damping coefficient of 0.2. The 4-km domain timestep is 24 seconds.186

d. Data assimilation system187

We use the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) implementation of the ensemble188

square-root adjustment filter, along with attendant utility programs from DART to analyze189

and process observations and ensemble output (Anderson et al. 2009). Observation error190

variances for all observation types are assigned from a 2005 version of the GFS observation191

error tables included in the DART system. This includes a 1 hPa2 error variance assigned192

to all altimeter observations, regardless of their source. Altimeter tendency observations are193

assigned error variances of 1 hPa2 as well.194

Horizontal and vertical localization filters are applied to avoid potentially amplifying195

long-range, spurious covariances that are not physically realistic (Anderson 2007a). The196

localization function used here follows Gaspari and Cohn (1999) with a horizontal localization197
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radius of 800 km and a vertical localization radius of 14 km. To reduce the potential for filter198

divergence given the limited ensemble size (64 members) and the frequency and density of199

observations assimilated (three-hour cycling), spatially varying and time-evolving inflation200

is applied during ensemble cycling (Anderson 2007b).201

In addition to altimeter and altimeter tendency observations, a set of standard observa-202

tions are assimilated in some experiments to examine the additional contribution of pressure203

observations. These additional observations include METAR, ship and buoy observations of204

2m temperature and 10m winds, Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting Sys-205

tem (ACARS) wind and temperature observations, twice-daily radiosonde observations and206

satellite-derived cloud-top wind observations. This observation set reflects the observations207

used by the UW-rtenkf system.208

e. No-cycling and cycling methods209

There is a significant computational expense to cycling this data assimilation system210

through sufficient forecast cycles to examine the system’s effectiveness with statistical rigor.211

For some experiments we employ a cost-effective alternative “no-cycling” method that uses212

the archived, 4-km resolution, three-hour forecasts from the UW-rtenkf system valid at213

the desired analysis time to populate an ensemble. Data assimilation is performed on this214

ensemble forecast to produce a new analysis, and the process is repeated at each forecast time.215

The effect of assimilating particular observation sets can be rapidly evaluated and, since the216

prior ensemble states for all experiments are identical, the differences in the resulting analysis217

are exclusively the effect of any differences in observations assimilated or parameters changed.218

Because the forecast model is not run between different analysis times, there is no cumulative219

effect of repeated assimilations, and inflation cannot evolve between assimilation times. Both220

the analyses and forecasts for this method are sensitive to the source of these forecasts (here,221

the UW-rtenkf system), and using different ensemble priors may yield different results.222
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f. Experiments223

The time period for the study runs from 0000 UTC November 10, 2012 through 2100 UTC224

December 10, 2012. This period was marked by a particularly active weather pattern over225

the Pacific Northwest, including multiple strong frontal passages, shallow convective events226

over the Columbia Plateau, localized convective banding, and mountain wave activity (not227

shown).228

To compare the impacts of different sets of observations, the available observations are229

broken into a series of subsets, summarized in Table 2. For verification purposes, 100 surface230

altimeter, 2m temperature, and 10m u- and v-wind observations are withheld from assimila-231

tion at all times. These observations are randomly selected, but a spatial filter that limited232

verification observations to be no closer than 30 km apart is applied to ensure that these233

observations are well-distributed throughout the domain.234

The no-cycling procedure is used to directly compare the differences in analyses result-235

ing from the assimilation of various densities of altimeter observations and combinations of236

altimeter observations with other observations. Each three-hour ensemble forecast from the237

UW-rtenkf during the month-long period of study serves as the prior for no-cycle data assim-238

ilation with different observation sets. Tests are also performed to examine the performance239

of the altimeter bias correction procedure to improve the subsequent analyses. Evaluation of240

analysis errors is computed by taking domain averaged errors with respect to the withheld241

verification observations.242

Experiments where the full ensemble was cycled every three hours using different obser-243

vation sets are also conducted for the entire month-long period. This allows for rigorous244

evaluation of three-hour forecast errors, using not only the withheld verification observa-245

tions but also any observations about to be assimilated at each assimilation step. Finally,246

an additional cycling study of a convergence zone event on October 24, 2011 is presented to247

highlight the effect of pressure assimilation on a mesoscale precipitation event.248
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3. No-cycling Experiment249

a. No-cycling analyses250

Figure 3 shows the month-long 4-km domain-averaged root mean squared error (RMSE)251

in the analysis altimeter field after assimilating different densities of altimeter observations.252

Results show, on average, an 18% reduction in the altimeter error from assimilating one253

altimeter observation and a 40% reduction for assimilating 100 observations. Error reduction254

decreases with with increasing number of observations beyond 100-150 observations. We note255

that because these no-cycling experiments use prior ensemble states derived from the UW-256

rtenkf cycling assimilation system, the error statistics would be different if another set of257

prior states were used.258

Previous studies (Anderson et al. 2005; Dirren et al. 2007) have shown that given the259

large correlation length scale inherent in the pressure field, observation densities on the order260

of the METAR network (in this study, 110 well-distributed observations) are sufficient to261

constrain the synoptic-scale pattern. As such, we hypothesize that the domain-averaged262

RMSE is more sensitive to synoptic-scale adjustments and less sensitive to the mesoscale263

adjustments from the additional pressure observations. Furthermore, because adjustments264

surrounding mesoscale phenomena are highly localized they may not be sampled by the265

verification network and their signal is easily lost by domain averaging. However, this month-266

long study provides a large sample to evaluate the domain-averaged RMSE for various fields267

and compare between experiments with statistical rigor.268

Table 3 summarizes the domain-averaged analysis RMSE over the entire month-long269

period for the experiments summarized in Table 2. The METAR only and all alts only270

experiments are performed both with and without (“no bc”) the altimeter bias correction271

procedure. There are statistically significant (at the 99% level) reductions in the analysis272

error at either observation density when the bias correction is applied. Note that the verifi-273

cation pressure observations have been subject to the same bias correction procedure. Later274
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results will show that this improvement persists through the three-hour forecasts, affirming275

the effectiveness of the bias correction method.276

Compared to errors in the the No Assimilation experiment, assimilating just the bias-277

corrected METAR altimeter observations reduces errors in the altimeter field by 44%, while278

adding the dense altimeter observations further reduces the error by another 5%, consistent279

with Fig. 3; the additional reduction is statistically significant at the 99% confidence level.280

In contrast, pressure assimilation alone at either density (the METAR only and all alts only281

experiments) offers no significant reduction to the domain-averaged analysis errors for the282

surface temperature and wind fields. Experiments that assimilate surface temperature and283

wind observations (the rtenkf and all obs experiments) show a reduction in analysis error284

over the No Assimilation experiment, but the different densities of pressure observations do285

not have any statistically significant impact on the errors. This result is consistent with the286

findings of Wheatley and Stensrud (2010), who also note that assimilating METAR pressure287

observations seems to have little to no effect on the domain-averaged analysis error of surface288

temperature and wind.289

Although domain-averaged surface temperature and wind analysis errors are unchanged290

after assimilating dense pressure observations, this does not mean that no adjustments were291

made to those fields. To compare the effect of assimilating different densities of altimeter292

observations on the temperature and wind analyses, at each assimilation step the analysis293

ensemble mean from the METAR only experiment is subtracted from the analysis ensemble294

mean of the all alts only experiment. Since the prior ensemble states are identical at each295

assimilation step, any difference in the analysis is solely the result of assimilating different296

observation densities. Counts of the number of grid points at each assimilation time where297

the difference in the two temperature analyses exceed 1K or the difference in the 10m wind298

speed is greater than 2 m/s show significant differences between the two analyses, but also299

these differences account for, at most, 3–5% of the domain. This result is consistent with300

mesoscale adjustments scattered about the domain.301
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Spatial maps of these differences reveal several interesting patterns surrounding mesoscale302

features. Figure 4 shows maps of differences in the analysis altimeter, 2m temperature and303

10m wind speed fields between the all alts only and METAR only experiments for three304

times when a cold front is moving through the domain. In all cases, couplets are present305

in the difference plots in the vicinity of the front, indicating that the additional pressure306

observations make coherent adjustments to the position of the front. Furthermore, away307

from the front the differences in the temperature and wind speed fields are virtually zero,308

which reinforces the interpretation that these adjustments are highly localized. Difference309

plots at other times show similar localization of the adjustments surrounding convective310

bands and terrain-related features (not shown).311

b. 12-hour deterministic forecasts312

While additional altimeter observations appear to make localized adjustments surround-313

ing mesoscale phenomena, it is unclear whether these adjustments improve subsequent fore-314

casts. We investigate this issue for the METAR only and all alts only experiments. At each315

no-cycling update time in these experiments, the ensemble member closest to the ensemble316

mean is chosen by a root-mean-squared difference of the state variables normalized by the317

variance of each variable. This ensemble member is then used to initialize a 12-hour forecast318

using WRF with boundary conditions provided by the most recently available GFS forecast.319

The boundary conditions at the beginning of the model integration are adjusted to match320

each analysis, and the boundary time tendencies for the first three hours are recomputed to321

approach the GFS boundary conditions three hours into the forecast. After three hours, the322

boundary conditions in both experiments are identical.323

Figure 5 illustrates the domain-averaged RMS difference in the surface pressure, 2m324

temperature and 10m u-wind speed as a function of forecast hour between the all alts only325

and METAR only forecasts. In the surface pressure field, initially large differences are halved326

one hour into the forecast. This probably reflects transient adjustment of the model state327
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back onto the WRF model attractor. After the first hour, forecast differences grow through328

three hours, indicating that some of the adjustments made by assimilating dense altimeter329

observations project onto modes of growth in the model and the forecasts diverge. This330

forecast divergence is more notable in the 2m temperature and 10m u-wind plots where331

differences grow directly from the initialization time and increase by 130% for temperature332

and 60% for wind speed through the first three hours of the forecast. Thus, even though333

the additional pressure observations make small, localized adjustments to the wind and334

temperature fields, they still lead to significant differences in subsequent forecasts. After335

three hours, the differences in all three fields decrease, most likely due to the identical336

boundary conditions spreading into the small domain; we expect that the influence of the337

boundary conditions on the domain is strongly dependent on the size of the domain used.338

The differences between the forecast geopotential height fields of these two experiments339

are also evaluated. Evolutions of these forecast differences similar to the surface pressure340

difference evolution are evident in the geopotential height field below 700 hPa (not shown).341

Above 700 hPa, at no forecast time did the differences in geopotential height between the342

all alts only and METAR only experiments increase, suggesting that the additional dense343

altimeter observations have a smaller effect on the domain-averaged middle and upper-344

tropospheric structure.345

Model time series are compared to high-frequency observations to evaluate the perfor-346

mance of the different forecasts. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the 10m u-wind component347

at three observation sites along the Columbia River for the frontal passage shown in the left348

column of Fig. 4. As seen from the difference patterns in Fig. 4, the additional altimeter349

observations shift the frontal boundary approximately 50 km east. This shift is apparent350

in bands of higher pressure, lower temperature and increased wind speed in the difference351

plots (Fig. 6). At all three sites, the forecast from the all alts only experiment improves the352

timing of the frontal passage by as much as 20-45 minutes over the experiment where only353

METAR altimeters were assimilated. This improvement in timing is apparent through nine354
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hours. Similar improvements in the timing of the frontal passages are noted for all six frontal355

passage cases examined ( not shown). These findings indicate that additional dense pressure356

observations improve the position of frontal boundaries beyond METAR observations alone,357

and that these changes result in forecast improvements.358

4. Cycling Experiments359

The 12-hour forecasts of the ensemble member closest to the mean from the no-cycling360

update experiments allow for rapid evaluation of the forecast improvement from assimilating361

additional dense pressure observations. However, since each no-cycling analysis is nearly in-362

dependent of all other analyses, the cumulative effect of cycling an ensemble while assimilat-363

ing additional pressure observations cannot be evaluated. Furthermore, single, deterministic364

forecasts are typically inferior to ensemble mean forecasts. To evaluate the cumulative effect365

of assimilating dense pressure observations with full ensemble forecasts, three-hour forecast366

errors are evaluated for the entire month of study using a three-hour cycling ensemble.367

A summary of the domain-averaged ensemble mean three-hour forecast RMSE for all368

experiments and all surface fields is given in Table 4. Two experiments assimilating different369

densities of altimeter observations are performed with (METAR only and all alts only) and370

without (METAR only nobc and all alts only nobc) bias correction for the altimeter obser-371

vations. At either observation density, the domain-averaged ensemble-mean three-hour al-372

timeter forecast errors improve with 99% confidence when the observations are bias-corrected:373

a 21% reduction in errors for the all alts only experiment and a 6% reduction in errors for374

the METAR only experiment. These results indicate that the bias correction method is375

effective, even for METAR observations. Both the all alts only and all obs experiments376

(which include the additional altimeter observations) show improvement in the three-hour377

forecast RMSE of the surface altimeter field over their counterpart experiments which just378

assimilate the METAR altimeter observations (METAR only and rtenkf experiments, re-379
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spectively). Comparing these experiments reveals that for surface temperature and wind380

forecasts, pressure observations alone are no substitute for assimilating surface temperature381

and wind observations. Three-hour forecast errors for surface temperature and wind com-382

ponents are much improved when observations of those fields are assimilated. Nevertheless,383

assimilating additional dense altimeter observations does improve the forecast: statistically384

significant (at the 95% level) reductions in error are noted for the altimeter, 2m temperature385

and 10m v-wind component (but not the 10m u-wind component).386

The three-hour forecasts of surface pressure produced by the ensemble are used to com-387

pute three-hour altimeter tendency forecasts and additional experiments are performed388

where observed three-hour altimeter tendencies are assimilated. Forecast errors for experi-389

ments assimilating only three-hour altimeter tendency at all available observation locations390

(alt tend only) and assimilating a standard set of observations with the dense three-hour391

altimeter tendencies (rtenkf+tend) are also shown in Table 4. Interestingly, the rtenkf+tend392

experiment shows the lowest RMSE for three-hour forecasts of 2m temperature and an iden-393

tical RMSE for 10m u-wind component to the all obs experiment. This ability of altimeter394

tendency to constrain surface temperature errors was noted in Wheatley and Stensrud (2010),395

where they hypothesized that pressure tendency observations are particularly sensitive to396

mesoscale temperature patterns. Given that bias correction was needed to better exploit397

the raw altimeter observations but the altimeter tendency observations required no bias cor-398

rection, altimeter tendency observations could be considered as a viable alternative to raw399

altimeter observations without the need for bias correction.400

Forecast errors for upper-level variables are also evaluated from these experiments. Figure401

7 shows vertical profiles of the domain-averaged RMSE verified against ACARS observations.402

Note that all experiments, except the control, assimilate upper-air observations (ACARS,403

radiosondes and satellite cloud-track winds); the only differences are in the number or type of404

pressure observations assimilated. While all experiments show improvement over the control405

with no data assimilation, reduced errors at low- to mid-tropospheric levels are noted for406
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wind and temperature in the all obs experiment over the rtenkf experiment. The rtenkf+tend407

experiment has an error profile nearly identical to the rtenkf experiment, suggesting that the408

adjustments made by assimilating three-hour altimeter tendencies do not project strongly on409

structures aloft. At and above 300 hPa, all three experiments have nearly identical errors,410

which agrees with the lack of growing differences in the upper-troposphere geopotential411

height fields noted in the deterministic 12-hour forecast comparisons. Similar error profiles412

are seen when evaluated against radiosonde observations (not shown).413

a. Convergence zone case study414

To further evaluate the ability of dense pressure observations to improve the analysis415

and short-term forecast of small-scale, high-impact weather phenomenon, a case study was416

chosen where there was a failure in operational deterministic and ensemble forecasts. A417

Puget Sound convergence zone (Mass 1981) formed over northern King County, Washington418

during the morning of October 24, 2011 and drifted south from 1200 UTC through 1800419

UTC that morning. This isolated convective band brought heavy showers and small hail to420

the Seattle area, disrupting the morning commute and contributing to several automobile421

accidents. Figure 8 shows the composite reflectivity image at 1502 UTC during the peak422

of the event. This event was poorly forecast by the University of Washington deterministic423

models, even at 4 km horizontal resolution. The combination of a forecast failure, a very424

localized, high-impact weather event and the location of this convergence zone over a region425

with a high density of available pressure observations (Fig. 1) makes this an attractive case426

to test the contributions of dense pressure observations to the forecast.427

Given the limited time duration of this event, the number of ensemble members is in-428

creased to 80 to better sample local covariances. The inner, 4-km nested domain remains the429

same as for previous experiments, but the outer domain duplicates the 36-km outer domain430

used in the UW-rtenkf system and in Ancell et al. (2011). All other parameters remain the431

same as described before, except for the microphysics scheme which is changed to the WSM432
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5-class scheme for better representation of convective microphysical processes.433

The ensemble starts at 0000 UTC October 24, 2011 and is run though 0600 UTC with-434

out data assimilation to allow for model spinup. Data assimilation for each experiment435

commences at 0600 UTC and continues with three-hourly cycling through 1500 UTC. In436

addition to the three-hour cycling experiments, the impact of increasing the frequency of437

assimilated altimeter observations is also investigated with an additional hourly assimilation438

experiment using only the dense altimeter observations every hour. The ensemble in this439

experiment also makes three-hour ensemble forecasts from each assimilation time so that the440

forecast results are directly comparable to other experiments.441

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the three-hour ensemble-mean forecasts of simulated442

composite reflectivity from four experiments (control, rtenkf, all alts only with three-hour443

cycling and all alts only with one-hour cycling) valid at 1500 UTC. These reflectivity images444

may be compared with the observed radar composite reflectivity at 1502 UTC (Fig. 8). The445

control experiment without data assimilation shows no precipitation band in the vicinity446

of the convergence zone, consistent with the forecast failure of the deterministic models.447

The rtenkf experiment, which closely mirrors the performance of the UW-rtenkf system,448

introduces a band of precipitation over northern Puget Sound, but the band is north of449

the correct position and the relatively diffuse pattern of the ensemble mean is indicative450

of considerable spread in the ensemble members as to the location and intensity of the451

precipitation. The all alts only experiment with three-hour cycling shows that assimilating452

dense pressure observations alone yields a more concentrated band of precipitation in the453

three-hour forecast, and that this band is slightly closer to the observed position. Finally,454

the three-hour forecast from the all alts only experiment with one-hour cycling matches the455

observed precipitation band well. Not only is the location of the precipitation nearly correct,456

but the high intensity of the ensemble-mean composite reflectivity reflects a relatively small457

spread in the ensemble members as to the location and intensity of the precipitation band.458

In addition, comparisons of adjustments to the low-level wind fields (not shown) indicate459
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that the dense altimeter observations directly increased the convergence in the vicinity of the460

developing convergence zone whereas no convergence signature was observed in assimilation461

increments from the rtenkf experiment. The success of this one-hour cycling experiment462

suggests further study on the potential utility of frequent assimilation intervals to improve463

short-term mesoscale forecasts.464

5. Conclusions465

This research evaluates the potential of dense surface pressure observations for describing466

the small-scale atmospheric details necessary for better analyses and forecasts of mesoscale,467

short-term, high-impact weather events. A large number of pressure observations are avail-468

able on a regular basis from extant networks in the Pacific Northwest, increasing the number469

by an order of magnitude over METAR observations. Quality control and bias correction470

methods were developed to improve the utility of the pressure observations, and these meth-471

ods were shown to be effective at reducing errors in the altimeter fields of the analysis and472

three-hour forecasts when verified against independent observations.473

Assimilating all available pressure observations reduced the domain-wide error in the re-474

sulting analysis of the surface pressure field by an additional 5% as compared to just assim-475

ilating METAR observations, but these additional pressure observations did little to change476

the domain-wide analysis error in the surface temperature or wind fields. Closer scrutiny of477

the differences in analysis increments between the low-density (METAR) and dense pressure478

network experiments revealed that substantial, small-spatial-scale modifications were made479

to surface temperature, wind and pressure fields in the vicinity of mesoscale features with the480

addition of more pressure observations. For example, assimilating additional pressure obser-481

vations made coherent adjustments to frontal features, convective bands and wind patterns482

around the Puget Sound convergence zone. Forecasts based on these analyses showed that483

the adjustments introduced by additional pressure observations persisted and grew through484
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the first three hours of the forecast on this domain. Furthermore, forecasts following the485

assimilation of additional pressure observations had significantly improved timing (20-45486

minutes) of frontal passages.487

Experiments with fully cycling ensembles revealed statistically significant improvements488

in domain-averaged surface pressure, temperature, and meridional wind forecasts with the489

addition of dense pressure observations. Improvements were also noted in the temperature490

and wind errors throughout the low- to mid-troposphere. Three-hour altimeter tendency491

observations successfully contributed to the reduction of forecast errors, most notably in492

the surface temperature and zonal wind fields. These results suggest that dense three-493

hour altimeter tendency observations can be competitive with dense pressure observations494

without the need for extensive bias correction procedures. Further research can investigate495

how to best exploit pressure tendency observations, for instance by determining the optimal496

tendency time frame that provides the most useful information for the scales of interest.497

A case study of a specific occurrence of a mesoscale precipitation band showed the po-498

tential for dramatic improvement of the short-term forecast by assimilating dense surface499

pressure observations. In particular, hourly assimilation of dense pressure observations led500

to a successful forecast of this event, suggesting that frequent assimilation of dense pressure501

observations may improve short-term forecasts of high-impact mesoscale events.502

While bias correction methods were developed to improve observations, no attempt was503

made here to correct model bias. Several studies (Ancell 2012; Mass et al. 2008) have shown504

that systematic estimation and removal of model bias in surface wind and temperature fields505

can lead to more effective data assimilation and improved forecasts. It is unclear at this506

time whether significant biases are present in the surface pressure field; future studies could507

determine if a model bias removal technique would further improve the impact of dense508

pressure observations.509
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Table 1. Sources of observations used

Observation Number of obs Percentage of
source in study domain available obs

ASOS Network 110 8%
Buoy and Synop Obs 30 2%
Weather Underground 800-1100 56%

AWS Schoolnet 80-100 6%
CWOP 300-370 22%
Other 80-90 6%
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Table 2. Observation types assimilated in each assimilation experiment. The collection of
non-pressure-based observations used in the UW-rtenkf system is abbreviated as RT obs in
the table.

Case METAR Additional 3-hour Alt.
Name RT obs Altimeters Altimeters Tendencies

control
METAR only X
all alts only X X
alt tend only X

rtenkf X X
all obs X X X

rtenkf+tend X X X
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Table 3. No-cycling domain-averaged analysis RMSE at verification observation sites
Case Altimeter 2m 10m U- 10m V-
Name (hPa) Temp. (K) Wind (m/s) Wind (m/s)

No assim. 1.765 1.846 2.936 3.312
METAR only 0.994 1.878 2.997 3.320

METAR only nobc 1.068 – – –
all alts only 0.904 1.884 2.958 3.303

all alts only nobc 0.960 – – –
rtenkf 1.010 1.779 2.898 3.105
all obs 0.909 1.787 2.861 3.085
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Table 4. Cycled domain-averaged three-hour forecast RMSE at verification observation
sites

Case Altimeter 2m 10m U- 10m V-
Name (hPa) Temp. (K) Wind (m/s) Wind (m/s)

Control 2.152 2.365 2.867 3.823
METAR only 1.634 2.082 2.614 3.414

METAR only nobc 1.765 2.090 2.620 3.422
all alts only 1.400 1.970 2.584 3.398

all alts only nobc 1.842 2.100 2.788 3.723
alt tend only 1.537 2.018 2.518 3.487

rtenkf 1.340 1.949 2.616 3.300
rtenkf+tend 1.332 1.813 2.603 3.293

all obs 1.266 1.930 2.603 3.272
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Locations of (a) ASOS/METAR, buoy and ship altimeter observations and (b) all
available altimeter locations for the period of study.
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12 km

4 km

Fig. 2. The 12-km domain used for the cycling experiments and the inner 4-km nest used
for cycling and no-cycling experiments.
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Fig. 3. Domain-averaged analysis RMSE at 100 unassimilated, bias-corrected, altimeter
observation locations with varying numbers of altimeter observations assimilated throughout
the domain. The standard deviations of the errors throughout the month-long period are
shown by error bars.
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Fig. 4. Analysis differences between the all alts only and METAR only experiments for
three frontal events. Differences in pressure are in the top row, 2m temperature in the
middle row, and 10m wind speed in the bottom row.
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Fig. 5. Time series of the time mean root mean squared difference between the all alts only
experiment and the METAR only experiments for surface pressure, 2m temperature, 10m
u-wind component and 10m v-wind component as a function of forecast hour. The forecasts
used for these averages were limited to those for which the initial difference in 10m wind
speed exceeded 2 m/s at more than 500 grid points.
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Fig. 6. Time series of u-wind components (ms
−1) from one-minute observations (black) and

WRF time-step traces from an all alts only assimilation (red) and a METAR only assimila-
tion (green) for forecasts beginning at 1800 UTC Nov. 17, 2012. The time series have been
smoothed by five-minute running means. The locations of the three observations are identi-
fied in the bottom panel. Sites BGDH and BHOR are wind observations from the Bonneville
Power Administration network and are not used for assimilation in any experiments.
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Fig. 7. Domain-averaged three-hour forecast root-mean-squared errors for temperature and
u- and v-wind components at various levels as computed against ACARS observations. The
experiments are the control (red), rtenkf (green), rtenkf+tend (purple) and all obs (orange).
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Fig. 8. Composite reflectivity image from the KATX WSR-88D radar at 1502 UTC 24
October 2011. The convergence zone convective showers are circled by a red line. Many of
the remaining radar returns are ground clutter.
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Fig. 9. Three-hour forecasts of ensemble-mean simulated composite reflectivity (dBZ) valid
at 1500 UTC Oct. 24, 2011 for the control (upper-left), rtenkf (upper-right), all alts only
with three-hour cycling (lower-left) and all alts only with one-hour cycling (lower-right).
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